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A1 Revolved Listen  
---------------------------------- --------------

A2
----------------------------------  --------------

B1 Involved (with Any Mello) Listen       
----------------------------------  --------------

B2      
----------------------------------  --------------

 

Release Notes:

This is the debut release on Noir Music from Brazilian K.A.L.I.L.
We have been working quite some time to perfect this first release from 
him on the label and give it the edge needed to stand out.
After tons of road-testing and going back and forth with production 
ideas I am now happy to have 2 perfect tracks ready from K.A.L.I.L. that 
really showcase his super solid techno sound and production flair.
Involved (co-produced with Any Mello) is a quite simple trip with Any’s 
spoken word in center of industrial elements wobling it and out.
This track works really well in the clubs because of its on point 
minimalism, the high intensity stacatto synths and the catchy vocal line 
from Any. It's not easy to do big tracks without big basslines - but that's 
what K.A.L.I.L. and Any Mello truely achieved with this one.
Revolved is a track I signed already last year and since then K.A.L.I.L. 
has been perfecting everything about the track from small details to 
bigger arrangement improvements. This track has that big bassline that 
sits right in your face. It also has the right build for those peaktime 
moments in the clubs. I have been playing “Revolved” a lot over the 
past months and people go crazy for those big bass drops.
We are honored to have another great producer join the Noir Music family 
and proud to have another belter of a release ready for you.

http://www.cometomusic.net/various/NMW112/NMW112B1.mp3
http://www.cometomusic.net/various/NMW112/NMW112A1.mp3
http://www.cometomusic.net/various/NMW112/NMW112.m3u
http://www.cometomusic.net/various/NMW112/NMW112.zip
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